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EVALUATION
$y: Mrs. Sarah Crooke
Professor Jack Minker
This bibliography was accumulated under
NASA Grant NGR 21-002-197 to the University of Maryland
ritITROD CTION
This document presents the output frQr± at keyword in content (XVIC)
Index program developed at the Univerait; of Maryland. Included as
Input to the KWIC index are the documents found to be relevant as a
result of the literature search conducted under NASA Grant SCA21-002_191.
The output consists of two parts: a sort on keywords in the doctment
titles and a bibliography sequenced according to a code word assigned
to each title. The bibliography includes title, author(s), and citartion.
The documents selected contain information pertinent to the areas
of system evaluation, simulation languages, wather-attcal modeling, and
simulation techniques applicable to time-sharing, multiprocessing. and
rtul.tierogratming systems.
The documents Included in this bibliography have been selected, after
a review of numerous journals, primarily fro, the following sourcest
1. KWIC Index of Computing Reviews
Communications of the ACID (1959-1969)
Journal of the ACM (1960-1969)
Proceedings of Afi?S Spring and fall Computer Conferences
(1960--1968)
S. Proceedings of the AC,4 stational Cenferences (1960-1968)
6. Ilia+! Systems Journal
7. Defense Documentation Center (10/68-3/69)
As the docoraputs have been reviewed, documents cited by relevant documents
have been included in the bibliography also.
Future plans for expanding the bibliography Includes
1. Request for a special search of the Defense Documentation
Center files.
2. Bequest for computer search using NASA STAB. program.
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